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A. Project Overview

This project has adapted a successful college basic writing program, the COMP-LAB
course at Yok_College/CUNY, to a variety of non - college settings. The college
model was designed for Students with the most severe writing problems,
particularly. those stemming.from nonstandard speech patterns. Its innovative
approach' integrated instruction in rhetoric and syntax, offered in the classroom,
with autotutorial work on standard written English, offered in a.latioratory. In
the'adaptation-project, new modeld of this course were.developed'for two.high
schools, labor union, a manpower training program, and the staff. education
department of a psychiatric, hospital. Adaptations at all sites were in some
Measure'successful, but more so-where learners'were more experienced in'managing
their own learning, where they had stronger and more.: tangible motives for
improving their writing skills, and 'where institutional commitment and.flesibility
were More clearly present.

B. Purpose

The writing instruction. which members of minority groups receive. in urban high'
schools is.often inadequate. Many secondary school gfaduates go directly,from the
classroom to the job market,.Whete they are unable' to advance because of their

.

limited basic skills, particularly in writing: Programs offered by employers and.
neighborhood-based continuing education-programs to remedy-these deficiencies are
often.Untested-and ill-adapted to the.populations_they,aremeant to serve.
Teaching writing to these learners demands spicialisedicnowledge. and training,
expertise which during the past decade has been developed at some colleges and
universities, but which remaiWmostly limited to-institutions-Of higher---.
education. Extending these improvements in-basitwriting instruttion tO.high:
schools and job-related settings suggests one likely solution. to the,problem of
poor writing skills among minority group members outside. the college classroom.
Such.programs may also'be less costly than similar college - based.: rograms and may
have more immediate impact on the employability of disadvantaged learners.

C. Background and Origins

The COMP-LAB basic writing course at York College/CUNY was developed by Professors
Mary Epes,Carolyn Kirkpatrick, and Michael Southwell, and was. supported by.a .
two-year grant from the Fund.for the Improvement ofPootsecOndary:Education
(1971 -19), supplemented by a one-year grant from the Exxon :Education. Foundation
for its evaluation.-.. To meet the needs_ et students. with severe_writing_problems,
most of whom have nonstandard English.or.foreign language.backgrOunde, we
developed this two -part course,.with a classroom component (where instruction in
rhetoric and syntax is provided) and a. laboratory component (where. systematic
autotutorial instruction in written correctness is provided). The redults of the



Exxon- supported evaluation showed that the .COMP -LAB course in one semester could
effectsignifiCant deCrease in students' error rates and significant improvement
in their overall' writing quality; that students had overwhelmingly favorable
attitudes towards the lab; and that the course provided. administrative flexibility .and institutional cost- savings.. These-outcomes'suggeste&that our prograth could
be useful in non- college settings.

D. Project Description

Following are descriptions of models developed at each Site.
. .

Bronx Psychiatric Center. Like most service.agencieS,-the Bronx Psychiatric'Center has an acute needlor improved on7thejob'writing among its
paraprofessional employees (mostly black and. Hispanic). Also many of these
employees are seeking admission' to, or'are already enrolled in the associate
degree program which the hospital (ilAccoperation.with Bronx CoMmUnity
College/CUNY) operates on its ground:. 'However, some are unable to.enroll, or
have difficulty in their course work because of their problems ,with writing. To
address these'nedds, Epes, the-project. director taking responsibility for this
site., -in collaboration with. the directors of the hospital's.itaff education

..program, developed four adaptation models. of the COMP -LAB course: anentirely
self-instructional laboratory model open to all members of the hospital:staff-on a
voluntary basis (a popular and successful effort); a college- preparatory model
similar: to the York prototypi-course-(also successful. but offered only one
-semester for adminiatrative reasons); a model with some tutorial support mandated
.for occuOationaltherapy.aides (a model strongly resisted by these "drafteeeand
so abandoned after one semester); and-another. exclusively autotutorial model
required for all therapy aides in training (another sucCessful.Model which,, like
the volunteer program,..is still in operation at .the hospital). Evaluation
indicated that enrollees noticeably improved-their writing,- and that overall
success at_thisIsite.can_be_aftributed_te_the maturityof_the.learners,Ltheir.
clear motivation to improve their writing, and the'enthusiastic'and informed
cooperation of the staff education department personnel.

High School. Sites. Models'of the COMP-LAB course were designed by Kirkpatrick in
cooperation with faculty members at Charles Evans Hughea, aninner.city publiC
high school in Manhattan, and at August Martin, a magnet public high schOO1 in

` Queens. .Both schools, were Motivated to improve the writing skills of their ,
students (alMost entirely minority group membera).by'thelniiiation of the Regents
Competency Tests in Writing, a diploma requirement introduced in 1980. Secause of
severely limited facilities, the experimental program at Hughes was initially
designed to be.sntirely classroom- based, but in..the-second year of the program,
funding unrelated to this. project.made it:possible for the school to,develop
writing lab classes, with enrollment limiied to 20,' for students, in greatest need;

' tWo teachers used. the COMP -LAB exercises systematically in their lab classes. At
AugustMertin High School,.thsprogramcwas more closely modeled-on that at fork
College, with both a classroom and a coordinated lab_component. Two cooperating
leachers taught a course focussed exclusivelyon.writing skill's, and 'students -were
released from class one day a week to work on the lab,Matvials.in a supervised.
writing resource center. The development of programs.focused on -writinuat the
high school level was highly successful; the success of.transfOr of the

,



experimental laboratory approach was more limited. Evaluation suggested that high
school learners had difficulty'ia managing self-instruction; other perhaps equally.
important reasons for limited success were scheduling rigidity, lack of reward.for
increased effort by cooperating teachers, and the fact that our program focussed
on instructional needs that at the high school level are.important, but not
dominant.

Other Sites. At ILGWU Local 62-32, the first of two sites for whiCh Southwell
assumed responsibility, learners worked independeqtly in a lab setting, without
supervision, but with some:feedback from a teacher who:was hired.tO checkthose
.parts of the lab work they could not check themselves. Since. enrollees had no
,strong external motivation to master writing skilli, this model was, on the whole,
unsuccessful. At the second site, East Harlem CETA II-B, a manpower training
program, courses in literacy skills were already in place, and the COMP -LAB course
reinforced their goals--to. prepare enrollees for positions. requiring such skills.
The model deyeloped was quite similar to that at York College, with coordinated:
classroom and lab compoaents. Unfortunately, the smooth functioning of the
program was severely hampered in its final phase by-considerable administrative
instability. Interviews indicated that learners had strongly positive attitudes
toward the COMP-LAB program at'both sites, but because only a few completed the
exercises at one site and at the other the hostagency.was cloied down, no
evaluation of writing improvement was feasile;

E. Outcomes and Impacts

Major outcomes of our adaptation project were: (1) the establishmentof one
successful continuing adaptation model, the Bronx hospital program; (2) insights
into how to adapt the COMP-LAB course to many kinds of learnersand learning
aituations--insights.which have helped the directors improve. the program as it
fuactions.at_their hOme.college and at other college,sites, and which may be
:useful in the development of additional Models of. the course in non-college
settings; (3) impetus to further research on the reasons for theeffectiveness of
the-COMP-LAB method of teaching written-language skills, especially, to nonstandard
dialect speakers.

F. Summary and Conclusions

In Considering the possibility,of future adaptations of the COMP-LAB course, or of
simile'. college Courses, it is important to.pay particular attention to'the
suitability of the course to the popUlation at hand. 'Also-necessary are a.Stable
setting and external motivation for both learners .and'pertonael responsible for
the prograin. There is every reason to belieVe that adapted models of .the COMP-LAB
course would succeed in efficiently-operated social service agencies and in stable
,job- training programs Committed to developing literacy skills. Any model designed
jor.learners of high school age and yOunger, however, would require in-depth
revision of materials and procedures (while maintaining the COMP -LAB'S basic
conceptual fratework), and also an openness on the part of sChool.adMinistrators
to innovation entailing majOi reorganization of curriculum, as well as funds to
support such major changes.



DEVELOPING NEW MODELS Of THE COMP-LAB COLLEGE
BASIC WRITING .COURSS FOR OTHER SETTINGS

Project Overview
.

This project has adapted a successful college basic writing
program, the'COMP -LAB course at .York College /CUNY, to a variety
of non-College-settings. The,college model was designed for
students with severe writing problems, particularly those
stemming from.nonstandard .speech patterns. 'Its innovative
approach integrated instruction. in rhetoric and syntax, offered
in the classroom, 'with autotutorial work on standard written
English, offered:in z lab. Im.the adaptatiOn.projecti.new models
of this project were developed for two' high schools, a labor
union,-a manpower training program, and the staff education-
department..of a psychiatric hospital.

Adaptations at all sites were in some measure .suctestful,-but
more so where learners'Were'mare experienced.in managing :.their
Own learning (since the approach is largely self-instructional),;

. and where they had stronger and more tangible motives for
improving thelr-WritingLskills. Institutional 'commitment and
flexibility also played,a key role in the relatiye success'of°
each model. Specifically,: the outcomes of the.project. Suggest
that (1) efforts to .establish a basic writing program, even a

..highly flexible, effective, and economical one like thiCOMP-LAB.
course, are not likely'to succeed, at profit-oriented business
sites;' (2) the success of such efforts at most urban, high
schools, despite the ttrong pressure on teachers and students to
improve., writing skills, will probably.be limited by :

institutional inflexibility and younger learners' 4ifficultiet
in handling self- instruction; (3) such effarts are most likely
to' succeed inAtlervice-oriented-agencies wherelearners are more
mature.and-whereHthe clear need for good writing skills on the
jab insures .both ;individual and institutional commitment to the

-program; and (4). :success in neighborhood training programs is
also likely but leis predictable, depending both on the
career-orientation of enrollees and the relative. expertise of
'program managers.

Purpose,

The writing instruction which members of minority groups receive
-in urban high schools, overwhelmed as they are'by-large classes.
and faculty, cutbacks, is often inadequate. Many of these
students go directly from high school to the job market, where
they are unable to advalia-l'fcause of their limited baiic
skills. Even if comp4ent inthe work they are doing, these
workers cannot be promoted because of their inability to prepare
the simplest reports and memoranda., Employers are sometimes
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willing, and even eager, to underwrite Couriesfor their
educational/ydisadvahtaged workers, tut the programs they can
offer are frequently untested and ill-adapted, to -the populations
they. are. meant to, aerie.' Some Workers take the initiative-and
enroll themselves in neighborhood -based continuing educationclasses. Such. programs proliferate, but are usually unable to
make a'r'ea /'.contribution to writing improvement. Teaching
writing to these./earners.demands-specialized knoWledge and
approaches.' Not only is writing. the most,difficUlt of the basic
skills.for all learners to master, but the problems are
,compounded lor'speakers of nonstandard English (as most minority
group workerasare).

Since the /ate siiiies,'however, serious. intellectual attention
has-been given to improving the writing skills'of nontraditional.
'students'. Some breakthroughs have occurred; new and more
effective Approaches and programa havebeen 4eveloped.and are
being diseeminated..

I Ent with few exceptions these-;lave been
limited to colleges and universities.: The transfer of such a
proven research-bioed'program to job-related settings and high:
schools suggests -one likely solution to the problem .of providing
effective_ instruction in .writing.skills to minority group
Members outside the.college,classroom. Such programs way also
be less costly thapsidilar-college-tased Programs and- May-have,
more immediate impact on the employability of disadvantaged
learners. This project investigated the transferability of one
such course'.

BackRround and Origins

The COMP -LAB basic'writing course at York College/CUNY.tad. been
developed by_Prefessors Mary Epee, Carolyn Eirkpatrick# and
:Michael Southweil, under a prior two -year grant from thejund.
for the Improvement Of.Postsetondary Education. (1977-79),*

-supplemented by a one-year grant froMl.the Exxon Education
-Foundation fos.:..i..treevalnation..

TheCOMP-LAB Pr ojam was designed specifically for students who
enter college with:the Most serious writing problems, most of
whom ha4e nonstandard: English or loreign language'backgrounds,
and almost all of whom are.mem'bers of minority groups. To Meet-
their -needs, 'we develoPed a two-part course, with:a.classrooM
component (where instructionin rhetoric and syntax isprovided)
and a Aaboratory-component.(where instruction .in written .

correctness is provided). In the. classroom,. group. instruction
incomposing is supplemented by, heavy emphasis on frne writing,
to develop fluency. Tn-the laboratory, atudentilfwOrk by
themselves,' using our sell-instructionalAnaterials. ,tourie
'materials provide for careful coordination of classroom and
laboratory work.

It is the autotutorial laboratory component of the course which



is most distinctive. Both theory and practice suggest that
self-instruction is the ideal mode in which to provide
instruction in the forms, structures, and conventions of
standard written English. Rather than receiving instruction
from a teacher or tutor,; students in the college program work on
their own (under the suPervision of lab personnel). Students
are assigned to one laboratory module a we0., eapi focussed on a
single grammatical feature or syntactic Otblem. Most modules
begin with a brief audiotape introduCtian that stresses the
differences between speech and writing',.? and teaches the basic
principle which is the focus of the mod A carefully
structured set of written exercises fol'ows, offering students
substantial practice in writing. Techlfgrques such as sentence
combining and controlled composition require students to
manipulate a grammatical, feature in increasingly compliGated
contexts, thus internalizing the rule and moving them closir to
control of that feature in their own writing. Exercises have
been designed so that students_can do and check them on their
own, working at their own pace. Students' mastery of the
laboratory practice is monitored in the writing they do for the
course. The autotutoriel approach also helps students develop
valuable study skills, helps them attain the perceptual skills,
they need, and' offers substantial flexibility for learners,
instructors, and administrators.

During the second year of the COMP-LAB Project-, the course was
teanferred to two other college settings (and since then the
laboratory,exercises and autotUtorial 'approach have been adopted
and adapted by many' writing programs and laboratories in
colleges across the country). During that year, a course
evaluation, supported by Exxon Education Poundatiod, was
conducted by Formative Evaluation Research Aasociates,..Inc., of
Ann Arbor, Michigan. Analysis of evaluation findings showed the
following:

*
significant decrease in rates at, which errors occurred
in the writing of students using the COMP-LAB approach;

significant improvement in their overall writing
quality;

overwhelmingly favorable attitudes toward the lab;

for teachers, little difficulty:uSing the lab system;

increased:flexibilty in administering th,e remedial
writing program; add.

**. institutional cost-savings effected through a reduction
in teacher contact time for students using'the lab as
part of the course.

- 3
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These evalOation outcomes suggested to us that the. COMP-LAB
course was, strong 'in' the characteristics' necessary. for

.

successfol adaptation to:non-college settings, provided that
leirneri.at:these settings:had needosimilar to those enrolled
in our basi.Owriting program at York..

Project Description.

In developing the COMP -LAB courses, our starting point had been a
sptdific population'Of students. 'We hod identified. the needi of
thia'popolation of writers, the content appropriate to those:,.
needs,'and the learning'strategies appropriate both to that
content and to the'psychOlo4y of te.learners.', In any
adaptation of the:coorse, we considered it essential that (.1)
the learners' writing should be choiacterized by nonstandard
features; (2).the basic.instrUctional approach to learning
correct grammatical forms should be autotutorial;:and.(3) our'
laboratory materials could 'be used without major revision.
However, we 'were .prepared to adapt all other. .components of the:
course to a wide range of differing goals among the learners and
oonditions at the sites where.the mode/a:would be adopted.

In view of these considerations, the following sites were
selected initially as'apparently suitable settings for our
adaptations of the :COMP-LAB course: the Staff Education Program
of the Bronx Psychiatric. Center,kOgust Martin. and Charles Evans'

-Hughes: High Schools, and Consolidated Edison Company',' all in New
York city. However:, afterseveral months, it ieemed d'aubtful-
that' the materials and opproactOtere appropriate to the'needs of
a sufficient nuMber:of Con EdisOes. employees and. that its,
management's commitment to the project was sufficient to support
it. So at that time, two: complementary alternative sitesi.LOcal
62-32 of the International Ladies' GarmentliOrkers Union and an
East-HarlemHCETA training program, were chosen to replace. Con
Edison.

As we .began work on adaptintythe college course at the' various'
sites,, it became clear, that the component of the course'moot'
critical to adaptationwasthe autotutorial.'laboratory. :In'the
college setting, theiaboratory had always.received strong
support-from the classroom componentof:the course, since
teachers were able to monitor and reinforce-the'instruction
which had ,been:loinuon:in the Jab. Now we had -to- .examine
Whether it would bepoSsible for thelaboratoty:tottend alone,
or at least with lee* support than the college-model of.the
-course provides. How muchAlupport it wesnedeaseryttoprovide,
and the nature of that support,,..have varieClrom*siteto site,
depending on the:oharocterand resources of-each.-Jigure 1. (on
p. indicates the comparative range Of these,reSOurces.

_ _ .
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-Following are.descriOtiont of the development of. models at each

Psychiatric Center

Since the mid7196,0s;the Bronx Psychiatric .Center has been.
serving the mental health needs. of the entire Bronx. Its
employees include approximately 600 therapy aidts-and. 80 nurses,
besides psychiatrists and social work And maintenance staffs.
Beceuse'of its location in the North Bronx, 4ts..pareprofessional
staff is composed largely of minority:groups, mostly black-An&
Hispanic. ,

k.
_

.

The Staff Education,Departlant.At B.P:C.i in collaboration with
Bronx Community College/CUNY operates an associate degree
program mainly -for hospital personnel. Many of therequired
courses,'like freshman composition, are,taught on the tenteils
grounds. Alta; non,..creditCourses are offered:by the-Staff
Education Department to All hospital employees recommended by
theii.supervisors, and a 200 -hour training .prograM is'requifed
for mental health therapy trainees. Employeet.enrollecLin-thete
programe.are\given released time to attend classedi:

. .

Like most service agencies, the Bronx.PsychietricCenter has an
acute need fOr-writing campetency.Among its employeee, even: on
the lowest rung of its career ladder. The hospital staff relies
on reports.written by case` workers and other social.wOrk
'paraprofessionals at the Center and in affiliated agencies.
Therapy aides and nurses must interview patients, observe them,
and write reports 'on their respontes and behavior. Errors In
'Syntax and word. forme can seriously interfere:with the clarity
of these-reports, and hencewith the action to be taken on
behalf of patients-. .Poorly Written reports have sometimes 'been
A-source of embarrassment aAd.concern ddring the yearly visit of.
tfis,holvital-:acdrediting,egency, Further., msnyosiiital
emi4oyees.sre interested in sdmissios to the associate degree
program, -but don't-ltrite well enough to be Admitted to the
reqdired freshman compositimCcodrse. Other studinte already.
enrolled in the degree:program continue to have problems with
writing in their courses.

Ta address these wide-ranging needt.for improved writint skills,
in FaIl1979-, Mary-Apes', the project directortaking
reSponSibilitylor this site, in:collaboration:with the
directors:ofthe tospital!s staff education:program; completed
preparations for a variety_of differentmodelsof the COMPLAB
:course. :.Niththe,clerIca1 endlinsOcial:esSistasctotthe
hoepital;-'Adlesproom-An the Staff.gducation-:areiwas.setJap: asa lab,.end sdpplied:Withjiles of eker4004JIaterin LLrevise0
fdrkbook:formt):Andtape,recordersiAirettore-andHtecretaries
wtre,treinecriA labA)rOceddres; new COMP -LAB, forMe were -

AeVelopedt and .special: writing tetti-were'-deVited:to.-give

:



enrollees the opportUnity.to apply what they.had learned in the
lab to the kind of writing they did on the °job.

In the course of the/project four models were deVeloped at

.(1) Volunteer model. All hospital employees were invited. to,enroll self-contained. lab.prograk.on a voluntary
The hospital agreed to release enrollees from their regular
duties for say. two convenient hours each week so that they. couldwork On their own in-the self,inetructional labokatory. Each/enrollee was-permitted to cOMplete the modules on anindividually arranged schedule.. Staff_Edueation.Departmentperionnel were available during.lab.-hours (8 AMHto,5
duPervise.:Onrollees!-wOrk and to monitortheir progress. Theenrollees were also free.to.requeet individuat:..apsistance whilewoOang in the lab. A 'hot.line .phone to the Staff Educatiok
'office fecilitated.communidation with the dirdCtersiand-rbrief
bi-weekly reports, prepared by:secretaries anddireetoke, gave:
enroIleed feedback on theik performance. ,This..Volunteek model,
leunehed.inJanuary:4980venrolled 1Temployeed, mostly mental
health therapy aides, inAts firstAlemeater. More than.half of
this'group. completed (or almost completed) the program, despiteinitial scheduling. difficulties.'This model Operated - "
successfully during the pekiod'qf the grant, and afterwards.
CUriently (Pall 1981), tbout a half dozen new apOlicents are
accepted into'theprogram each seMester

(2) Colie e- re aration model.- At-the:same 'tithe that'the'
.volunteer mode was initiate, employees and neighborhood.:

applicants who had:recently enrolled in the Bronx ,ComMunitY
College degree.irograavend who needed iMprovement:in,tadic.
writing skills were invited.to.join-&special group for whichthe Staff Education:Depeftment

directOrsAirovided.one.hour a
week of,-classroomAnstrUetion eoordinatidwith:_thl let work...
Enrelleeswere required to complete- the ModUlee' on a regUlai
college semester eehedule and to write essays-WeekIy:on assigned.
topics. This model wee immediately and dramatically successful&
All thotieWho'regulerlyettendeUthe.:01ass lour,and also
completed the modules passed their qualifying writing exaM
successfully andwere placed; in the regular college composition_
course. HowevervAesPite. this: success (or..rather,bedause ofit), the experimeit'wae:not repiatedt-the Staff-:Educatimn:.
Program director feared thattheclatisroom course were:'
offered regularly to new college:enrollees-, it would reduce
expected enrollment in,the eollegeHremedielprogram..

_

(3). "Draftee" .model..- The e-directOr of:thelehabilitation.Centerat ti s" hospital became interested in the CCM,12.4.A1Vprogram
because .occupational therapy 'aidesate Tequired to write even



more frequent and-detailed patient reports than aides in other
departments. In Fall 1980, twelve aides who were particularly
deficient in basic writing skills were identified and assigned
to the course. Despite efforts to boost morale, and the
availability of one -on -one tutorial assistance, the model had
little Success:. aidei protested.the assignment and dnly a few
did much work in the program. .

(4) Trainees' model.- In the late fall of 1980, the hiring
freeze which had .been imposed onthe hospital in 1979 was
lifted. As we had planned before the freeze was imposed, the
director of nursing edUcation made the COMP-LAB course part of
the 200-hour training program which each newly hired aide must
complete successfully in order to qualify for continuedJ n employment. (Those few with good writing skills, were exempt
from the COMP-LAB requirement,) .Since most trainees, after a
few weeks-on'the-Jobi-are-assigned-to-evening or night shifts,
new and., even more flexible procedures had to be devised for this
model. A network of communication and feedback was set up to
-keep trainees motivated and aware of deadlinea,,es they moved
thrOughthe:modiaes on thq,ir own. The first group of 22 new
employees was oriented,9,00MP-LAB procedures in January 1981,

-4and,Ouiing the f011oWingepring two additional groups were set
up,' for a tCitl-cif_40trainees in the program at the end of the
grant period,. Since then, several new groups of newly hired
.aides'whoare deficient in writing skills, ranging from eight. to
twelve in each group, have:been enrolled: This model appears to
offer_themOet tangible benefits to the hospital and the best
hope.oflong.,.terk4nstitUtionalization.-

High School Sites

Experimental writing.prOgrats;were designed in Fa11.1979,by
Carolyn Kirkpatrick in cooperation with faculty members:at
Charles Evans Hughes High School in Manhattan, and at August
Martin High.School in Queens, and began ()Oration in February
1980. ''Both high schools had a student paOulation.composed
almost entirely of minority group members,, many with academic.''
deficiencies.And in both cases,. faculty members at the site
'had'initiated the first'contact, since for all high schools in
New York State, a general concern about the low level of
students' writing skills had become highly Specific:with the
institution of the ne*Regents Competency Tests in Writing, a
diploma ,reiiuirement ,introduced in 1980.

In other ways the two schools offered an interesting contrast to
4one'ancither, ,Charles.Evans Hughes was an inner-city high school
Tw#h.ManyAirobleMs endemic:to such schools: overcrowding,

supplies, poor student discipline,
'e'.rious etc.

. Ihese problems were on the rise during
0iits program;,;, and in 1982, the high school was
'secrby'the'New York City', Board of Education. In contrast,



August Martin High School was a magnet school with selective
admissions and special programs in aviation and communication.
Attendance records were among the best in the city, Student and
faculty morale were good, and ihyOical resources were adequate.

Charles Evans Hughes High School. The experimental program at
Hughes was designed to be classroom based, calling on a minimum'
of extra resources and making a minimum of extra demands on the
teacher. In Spring 1980, three sections bf tenth-grade
students--two,Resular sections and one General (that.
students well below grade level in-reading)--had a two- period
lab component built into their regular Englishclasseach week.
On those two days, they worked on the COMP-LAB Materials An
their usual classroom, under their teacher's guidance.
Materials were provided in single-sheet format, stored
folders-in a large filing cabinet in the classrooth. No li

tape-recorders were available; the teacher' provided the class
with an introduction to the. conceptual material in each modmle.
Students worked on five modules of- the exercises over tjull
Semester, doing each module in its-entirety, and proceeding at
their own pace. The single-sheet formatexerciseS posed large
problems for the teacher, who was struggling with classes
averaging 34.(Sometimes difficult) students, and often more at,
the beginning of a semester. In-the subsequent Fall, the
exercises were used with Regular-sections. only, and having
become available in a revised workbook formate; were used in that
way, which proved to be more practical in.that setting.
(Students worked from the book to their own paper, as -is
customary in New York City high schools, where students do not
own their texts.). Also, new Board' of Education funding for
pupils with special educational needs in the area of writing
_made it possible for the cooperating teacher to becOme a writing
resourCeteacher fo'r the school. A second teacher joined the
experimental. program, and the first teacher supported:her in the
classroom on days that students were doing the
stlf-instructional work. "Check points" were introduced,
specific exercises in the modules where students asked one of--
the teachers. to confirm the accuracy of their work before they
went on.

In Spring 1981, the new Board of Education funding Made 'it
posiible for Charles Evans Hughes to run 15 writing lab classes,
with enrollment limited to 20 students per class; students in
greatest need (from Grades 9 through 12) took these labs in
addition to' their regularly scheduled English course. The two
teachers who had used the exercises inotheir English classes
both used them systematically in the new lab program.

In both whofe-class and lab use at Hughes, students registered
positive feelingt about the self-instructional work, though some
felt it was "too easy." In the classroom, using the workbook
proved more practical than using single-sheet exercises, but it

- 9 --



became evident that a teacher had to be committed beyond the
call of duty (or have extra teaching assistance, or both) to
make the autotutorial approach function smoothly with a large
Class. In the writing.lab classes, the autotutorial,approach
was more practical, and students'.ability to work alone on the
self-instructional.exercises_did:indeed free the teaCherto,give
more individual attention. However,.the truly important factor
in the success of these classes was probably the greatly redUced
class size, not the use of self-instruction.

August Martin High School. The program at August Martin was
more closely modeled after that at York. College in offering from
the beginning a course focused solely on developing writing
skills, one component of which was lab work offered in a
physically separate setting. 'ThN school year was divided into
foUr cycles, rather than two semesters, so'the curriculum for a
single cycle .had to be carefully defined. Two cooperating

teachers instituted the program at August Martin and were. active
throughout the project.

In Spring 1980 (Cycle 3), each of the two cooperating teachers
taught two sections of a special College Skills Workshop class.
Students included eleventh- and twelfth-graders chosen largely
on the basis of a writing sample showing problems with
correctness,- Classroom work focused on two of the Regents

.

Competency tasks, the business letter and short essay. k
Writing Resource Center was established in a small room,'On-the
model of other independent study centers-in the school, toeerve

,,as the laboratory site.. Lab materials used, in this first cydle
were limited.to a selection from two modulesdealing with nouns
and verbs; students were expected to cover set assignments each
week. Tape-reCorders and headsets were obtained; audiotapes and
single-sheet exercise materials were stored in boxes-on open
sheliiis in the Resource Center, where students could obtain
materials as they needed them. Classes of 20-28 students were
divided into three gioups.. Each group wat,relessed from class
one day a week to work in the Resource Center, where teachers
supervised thiir work during hours that would ordinarily have
been devoted to other similar administrative or supervisOry
tasks.

All involved in the initial cycle considered the ten-week term
too short. Accordingly,'two "advanced" groups were formed and

4monitored daring Cycle 4, along with two More beginners' groups..
'During the second .year, the writing program was run entirely as
a two - cycle sequence (with foui to five-clattseseach cycle),
Which.permitted more effective-planning of_thecurtiCulUm. And.
in the secontlyear, the new Board of Education.fundingmade it
possible for the.achool to develop'alarger:WritinvIelource
Center. One of thetwo cooperating-teachervmOVed.:to,a
111117ilme role in thenewHcenter, while a third ..teacher
thisprogiaiiiind offered thewriting skillvcourse. In the



two-cycle sequence, the use of the COMP-LAB materials was
expanded to'include a selection from five modules. However,
since students averaged at best an hour a week in the Writing
Resource Center, they did not do. any:module in its entirety.
Special assignment sheets and lab forms were devised to help
guide.studentt' work.' The classroom curriculum became, as it
evolved, more developmental in its emphasis (as oppoied
simply remedial), and instruction aimed specifically at the
writing' tasks posed by the RegenteCompetenCy.Examinatioh gave:
way to a broader emphasis on developing -composing

-skills..

The program seemed-to work well for both teachers andfstudents4
Although it was sometimes hard for teachets to handle the
rotating small-group schedule, the extra burden of.planning wit-
offset by the benefits of the smaller class size and ability to
'offer individual help. The results of cooperative planning
between teachers were one of the most gratifying results /or
participants.'-And despite, their position as "draftees" on the
basis of need, students consistently expressed positive feelings
about the program. -Teachers remarked.that student attendance
and pass rates were superior to those in.regular English
classes. '(However-, there was no way to obtain data to verify
this impression.).

Other Sites

.0
eiI-jawaileolidatedEdisoilofNeYork. Although individual
staff members of Con- Idiecin447-84Miticii Division expressed
considerable interest in' reorganizing the existing. writing
improvement .program on the COMP-LAB Model, the bureaucracy of
the company is cumbersome, and it proved impossible to gain the
high-level administrative approval which would be necessary for
a timely and successful program. Therefore, "in May 1980 we'
abandoned plans to include Con Edison among the transfer sites.

'Local 62-32. International Ladies' Garment Workers' 'Union. The
ILGWU has had a long history orlot---77e7M7rLcattconcertlal
welfare of its members. Accordingly, -the education director of
Local 62-32 in New York City supported the development
of a writing skills.course on the COMP -LAB model.- A laboratory
was established and equipped, and a course was developed in
-which learners were given a series of assignments in the lab:.
Michael'Southwell provided an orientation and.introductiom.to.
the course, but otherwise .there was no teacher associated with
4.t. Learners. worked independently and without supervision, at
times convenientto.them,.in.the lab. The.teacher of.another
existing course was-hired to check.those parts of the lab. Work
whichlearners could not check themselves.

One group of learners took the course during the March-September



1980 period, and another during the October 1980-March 1981
period. The results of this project were distinctly mixed. Of
the. approximately 25 members of the local in the two groups,
only two completed the full course. Some of the learners who
signed up forY.the course in fact never did any of the assigned
worki But, in interviews with Southwell, all.who did do. any
work 'expressed appreciation for the opportunity, satisfaction
with what- they were doing, and confidence. that they were
learning. It-appears then,,there.were individual successes;
but on the whole the project must be called unsuccessful'.

In some. ways the union adaptation was the:mOst difficult of any
reported herei because the site had fewer resources than-any of
the others. Although membersAemonstratecthe kinds of writing
deficiendies which are susdeptibl*-to improvement by working on-
the COMP-LAB materials,:theY-doThdt customarily engage in
.on-the-joU *ritingrtypically, they are machine operators, with
no need at all for writing skills. .Many are recent immigrants
with little or pocir knowledge of the English language, a problem
the COMP-LAB materials are not-designed to deal with. Whatever
motivation these learners may have had for improving their
writing was entirely personal;

- writing - skills are not required
on their jobs. In the union's eddtStional program, there was no
writing course to support the lab work, and this fact seems to'
have-had-a-negative-effett7on-the-motivatiom-of-the learners.--
Typically, they worked alone in the lab, without superyisory.or
instructional personnel, and sometimes. even without any fellow
learners. Despite.this isolation, they reported that they
AlwaYi felt in control of what they were supposed to be doing,
almost always. found it interesting, and. usually'considered it
helpful.

Because of the small number of workers completing the as-signed
work, no formal evaluation of writing was carried out at the
ILGWU site.

East Harlem CETA IT -B. This - manpower training program was
operated by gobicentrits, Inc., jointly with the East Harlem
Council for Community Improvement, under_azontract with:_the New
York City :Department -of EmployMent.. Its mission wee .to train
clients from many of .New York City's poorest neighborhoods
job' kills, basic literacy skills, and work attitudes, and then
to.place them in entrylevel positions with local employers.
This transfer site offered a clientele with an obvious need for
writing'skills, an administration and a facultyWith an apparent
commitment to providinvinetruction in writing skills,and.an
educationalstructdre(facilities-sndl)ersOnnel) already:_in
place. It:was-'thus nor difficult to modify:ah:eXieting basic
langusge4skille'course to:include s:1SboratOry OntheCOMP7LAB.
Model-4.-111e grammar, portion: of,studenteregulart1OSs;
assignments was divertedto the lab. Theregularteacher
supervised theirwork,..:_ancL.checked,those 'portione'which students



were unable to check themseIVei. This course wss'eyentually
used by nearly 100 students, in two different cycles.. In
interviews with their teacher and Southwell, most of the
students expressed enthusiasm about what they were doing.

The smooth functioning of the ,program was severely hampered,
however, by considerable administrative instability. The
Educotion Director and the Executive Director both. leftwithin
four months of the beginning'of:the.ptogtam, and the teacher
assigned to the course suddenly: and unexpectedly .resigned.. to.`
take 6osition_outside the country, at a time,when it was
impossible:for.. Southwell to provide any training to he.r.
replacement. .In lact, the'agency.was in:suchturmoii. that its
contractor closed it shortly after the second cyCle, at about
the time of the expiration of the grant period. 'This ended what
_hadbeen a reasonably wellfunctianinvprosfam4 ancLmade it .

impossible to get: enough data to make any evaluation of changes
in the learners' writing performance. It should be noted-,
though, that <Judging from the leactions.ef hoth.atudents and
teacher)'the program was successful as long jaeit Was in
operation. This was probably because the site was the-most
similar of all those in the' project to a traditional college
setting, thus making it relatively easy to integrate the
laboratory-facility.irto the existingeducationalstructure.

Outcomes and impact

Bronx Psychiatric Center

.\Papers,. In A blind reading, the Staff Education Department
.directors conpared pre- and:pestpapers of enrolleits in the
COMP-LAB program. In general, both ward reports and-01046
written .for college courses showed noticeable imprevement. .In
the trainees'.program,:specifically, the results were as
follows: 69% improved, and 442 improved dramatically; of the
eleven indivichials who showed no change or .declined slightly,
all but one had fairly good writing skills at the start ol.the
.prOgram, and perhaps had little to learn from it. The moat
noticeable improvement was among the writers.: of the
fifteen individuals wile were writing.Unacceptable or borderline
pre-reports, all but one:Wrote:acceptable postreportd. These
results are compatible with the findings of tle:Exxonsupported
evaluation, of the. COMP -LAB -basic writt7.coursvin: college
settings.

Interviews.' Epes conducted'lengthy interviews with fourteen
-randomly,chosenrparticipantS.: There was:almoSt:,104,Agreement
among respondents thatt.Wwor.k::waa enjoyable atid'4eleitantjte
their writing needs. ;01 stressed that they liked:. on
their Own,and_that the incidental help,giyen:bY:theStalf
Education .DepArtment, personnel was sufficient for.theikto:wark



productively by themselves in the lab.

The directors of the Staff. Education Department Were also
enthusiastic about the program Specifitallyi they felt that
the content.ofthe modules is highly relevant to the writing
needs of the B.P.C. employee*, and that the self - instructional
approach is uniquely suitable to the learning styles of'adults.
Because of employees!. varied workschedules-and their own
limited administrative reso.srces,., directors identiff the
flexibility of the program end, its low cost of operation as two'
of.ita.Most attractive features.

---
In speculating-on. the future of the program at B.P.C., all
concerned felt that-motivation was the most crucial factor.
Motivation of_traingestocomplete-the-=-COMP-10AB-exercises-was
obvious: completion is a requirement for' ..continued:emploiment.
But motivation among volunteers in the "program' --was much less
clear. In comparing those who complet0Lthitrwork on schedule
with those who worked,sporadically.or had disaPpearad-from the
volunteer program, we noted that all but one or two of the ----
hard - working enrollees showed a common' motivation: becoming
',eligible for (or redeeming their failure in) the composition
course. offered -at the hospital by Bronx'Community-College. For
thosewho did.nOt persist, there seemed to be no immediate or
tangible rewards for their effOrtsto improve their onthe-job
writing. For some years, chaaces of promotion- based, on improved.
job. performance had. been remote. In fact, despite pressure fromH
accrediting agenCies.to improve report writing-, supervisors
(according to enrollees in the COMP-LAB program) did not.seem to
notice aided' efforts to produce more.correctly.written.reports.
Moreover, we had reason to wonder whether supervisor* were
generally competent to judge the 'written quality of theie
reports. Even, the supervisors in the 'Rehabilitation Center who
had expressed strong interest in raising the 'level of their
aides' writing skills were in general disagreement with one
another about what constituted a well-written report.-: Epes
invited the nine'aupervisors in this 'department to evaluate both
th'e content 'and written correctness of 26 reports by their
therapy'aides. Inter-rater,reliability seines-in both
evaluation .categories' were low-(out,of 12 _scores, only 38 were
above .50). It appearet, then, that even among concerned
superiiaors there was no clear-agreement about what constitutes
accep'table hospital writing.

. .

.

The above finding led :us to conclude that major improvement in
on- the -job writing wili..not be effected:brpresaurejoritifroM
supervisorsi_tinless.theyategiventraiming in evalUating
writing byWritina dpeqialAsts. !=Otherwise., theAitinCipal
014)Wftetiwmust:.stem HtTeM-*workerrideaire.owri4ewelifer
courses they:are-:takiag .to .advence theJr:careere1"frethavt.han:-
any4Omediete .reierdejerbetter:_wriUag onthe,Job,Alince,,they
,foin't,relYoh theirHAatietV*BOTIHte re64nize,:iMproyement



110 Schools

Questionnaires. At the end of each semester in both programs,
students completed an attitudinal survey. The responses of
students reflected consistently favorable attitudes toward the
program and toward, the lab component in particular. At both
sites, 80 to 90% reported that they enjoyed working by
themselves on the grammar modules; and about the same number
found the exercises appropriate to their own writing needs.
Somewhat fewer (60 to 90%, averaging in the 70s) found the
exercises "interesting and fiat' to do," but they reported
overwhelmingly thatthe exercises were not too diffi6ult. Askedif they perceived an improvement in their writing, most
responded affirmatively (in the 80% range). This latter,
responee, however, was,not confirmed by our examination of
student-wricings,

Writlall. A full-scale evaluation of student essays was not .

possible, due to data collection mishaps that limited the number
of matched essays available. However-, student essays from both
schools were _collected and examined. A sample of 58 essays from
Augist Martin written at the-beginning and and of term, and a
similar sample, of 26 from Charles Evans Hughes, showed little
evidence of clear improvement. Essays were written on paired
topics (previously used at either the high school or college
freshman level) that teachers had felt students would not find

- -difficult. -These essays-were-presented id forced-choice-format-
to-am,experienced rater of basic writing papers., Fee-August
Martin, the rater found the post-test paper superior less than
half'the time (44), but also reported-finding very little
difference between most sets of papars.presented to her, and
,general uncertainty abea-hek choices. For Charles Evans
Hughes, the rater identified a gredterpelentage (66%) of
post-test papers as superior, but professed-he elf no more
certain of her judgments.

The equivocal success of the programs in improving student
_

writing should probably not be given too much weight, given the
programs' diffuse nature and .short duration (one semester).
Even if striking improvement had .been shown; it would be
impossible to attribute it (in the absence of a control group)
to the experimental program, let alone to any particular aspect
of it. It should be noted that the rater had also been asked to'
Make judgments about different aspects of iiproved writing
quality, where she found it, and was unable to do so. She was
left with .a strong impression that students wrote better papers
"if the topic. grabbed: them." So the very method of providing
carefully matched, relatively impersondl topics. for.the purpose
of obtaining an evaluation:sample may have masked real.
improvement by trying to. measure it by performance "on an
artificial task. Surely studente'consistent,perceptions of
improvement in their performance must mean something, if only



(perhaps) that a basis for future progress had been made.

It appears that the high school programs must be judged, an
equivocal success,_as well, from the point of view of testing
the transferability of the college COMP-LAB course. In both
schools, a ilear focus on writing as:the subject of instruction
was probably the distinguishing feature oUthe project for the
high school personnel:, and this emphasis was undoubtedly
successful. But the degree. to which-the high school courses
could replicate the COMP -LAB program had been prebliMatic from.
the start, as --students could work-on the lalybaterials for only
an hour or two a week. :There seemed to 'be, too, a tendency for
the lab:component to dwindle in importance as the programs
evolved.. Neitherof the two cooperating. teachers who joined the
programs in. the second year developedgreat'enthusiasm for the
lab componentl,Apparently cooperation.in'the program added to
their instructional burdens,. rather than eased them.

o

Several practical considerations may-. account forthese
difficulties in replidating the COMP4AB.Course in a high school
setting: (1) The 'experimental program needed a separate. lab
facility and released time for super4itor04::er preferably one
full-time supervisor; until special external-funding became
available, one school didn't have these and the other school
could.provide them only with difficulty.., (2) For this kind.ol
autotutorial work to. be effective, stildents.have to be able to
dolt in substantial'quantity. Cif the diverse foci of the
high school aurriculum and the schools' inflexible schedules, it
was impostible to meet this need for extensive practice with
written forms. (3) Grouping students homogeneously according tc
writing ability:is4mportant for a program focussed on error .

reduction, but groUping on thit dimension was difficult in the
high school setting. (4) Effective autotutorial work depends
,upon the availability of materials which students can actually
use (and use up), but in pitblialy funded high schools -this
requirement cannot be Met:.

.

More serious than these practical considerations were questions
raisecLabout the efficacy of the autotutorial approachat the
high school level. As noted above, students'emphatically liked
the.idevof self-instruction. Still, examination of their work
showed that they were efterLrtshinCthreugh:theetertiset and
copying from the answer pheett. -':A.pparentivstUdentewere not
yet mature enough: for 04lf-,instrUCtien-40,theleVeldeManded.:ol,

,theml)y the:.COMF-LAI-Ipreachtudentt:atthe high school
lektelneed_mereTfreqUentifeedbatketthertorteOtd014: a
teat- er_er assurancvthettheivanewerit.greeatittaat#y7 than
colleg atudent040. 'iFurthertdrel .cleeecerreCti4n14Ind
0100iteri .0f-.lab -writing--._

:aeaignment coUld:rnot
.

inttituted at'thehighhael level (as
4-t:majOit th College level)i.siince. it took,more, time than:
teachera;had, -Ven:theirhigherstUdept:load...



In- general, these were the questions raised in the course of the
evaluation and our responses to them:

1. Are the materials in their present fort suitable for
younger students? Apparently not. Students have
trouble self-correcting their own. work and working on
their own forsustained periods of time. They need
smaller units of work, with more freqUent testing and
feedback.

. younger students profit from the self-instructional
approach? Apparently they do. We discoveredthat the
amount of self- instructional work that these students
can accomplish is less than.we had expected; that they
need far more support and supervision than older
students do; but that they find this mode attractive
and respond to it very favorably.

Was.the selection of materials appropriate for
students' particular problems? Doubtful. Students.
reported that the work was indeed helpful for their.-own particular writing. rblems, .but teachers found
themselves giving precedence to instruction in
composing, sensing that this was students' greeter
need. So it seems,that while the material was useful,
an ideal lab prograMhfor-thelligh school level would
require major adaptation of the COMP -LAB materials as
they now exist. Such'a program should probably.streas
the conventions of writing, rather than grammatical
forms.

Other.Sites

It was not possible. to carry out any formal analysis of change
in the writing of. learners at the ILGWU local or at the CETA
program, for the reasons mentioned in the description of the
transfer sites. There is thus no objective check on students'
own perceptions that they were learning.

What is most revealing about these two sites. is their dependence
on. the setting. The failure at. the union can:be attributed to
the lack of,./on the. one hand, an organized educational,
structure, and on the other hand, any reward for accomplishment.
Only.the'moat highly motivated learners could be expected to
iurviye':(let alone achie!te)-in a situation where learning is. not
jacilitate4 by either a.. structure or a goal. In contrast, the
failure At the manpower site is clearly a result of:external
circumstance's; thi.program:wLs:forced out of exiatence,by..the
,deMite:-ofthe.organization in which it.was takingiplace:. There
i-s-eVeryreasontobelie*e that the program would_have been
successful if-At had been able to `operate as it :was designed to.



Summary and Conclusions

In considering the possibility. of future adaptations of the
COMP7LAB course (or of similar college courses), we need_ to pay
:Particular attention to these items on the chart in Figure 1:
suitability of.population, Stable setting, and external
motivation for both learners and personnel responsible for the
project.

These latter conditions were most clearly preeedt at the Bronx
hospital site:Ahe.gdaptation there was most immediately
successful, 'and that is the one site where the program is still
functioning. At the high school sites we found that success
was limited primarily by the difficulty adolescents hive in. .

working-on their own, at least to the degree that-the college
model of the'COMP-LAB course demands. Secondary problems in
deVeloping high school models were the lack of scheduling
flexibility.and the limited facilities of the urban public
schools chOsen for'the experiment (and yet choisen advisedly_
becausiof the adUte.writiat needs.characteristiC Of-their
student populations). A substantial revisio of the materials
and procedures of the COMP-LAB course (a revisian.vhich was
beyond the scope of this project) and the choice'of an Urban
high school setting with a more experimental approach to
instruction might demonstrate that the4rogram (or one adapted
from it) could be effective for secondary school students, At
the remaining sites., the close fit between learnera' needs and
learning. styles on one hand, and the program's materials and
procedures on the other, was nOt.enoUgh to ...Counterbalance the
weakness or absence of the other_factors listed'in Figure 1.
However, there seems.reasod.to believe that the-program could be
as successful at stable, well organized.job-training sites as it
proved to be-at the Bronx Psychiatric Center.

. .

Two major outcomes of our adaptation project are: (1), the
establishment ofonequitelducceselUladaptation (the,tronx
hospital program): which. may lead to similar adeptationsat-other
hospitals (the former. director ofthe4taff edUcatioiLprogSsMat
the Bronxhospital is conaideringeaCh a:project in another
setting); and_.(2);insightaf.into.hdi tp tid40:_the; omptLAB course
to many kinds of learnerivandlearning situations -- insights
.WhiChhaVehe/pedthe4rOjeCt-directorvimprovetheprOgramas
it;unctiona,at.the4-00.0J;aSllegeand 4:t:ather college sites,
and which. may betiisefUlintke'±..deitalopmentofadditiOnal MOdels
of :the course in noncollegeriettinis

One. further: benefit of this- pro ject, although-tahtential-to:its
iMmediate'gdals'i,should..be mentioned., ClOse observation .ofvaried, kinds oUlearners--,Uningthe COMP-LABl'exercites-'and



procedures has given us a deeper understanding of the reasons
why these methods and materials are effectiVe in teaching the:
written.languate, particularly if the learners are nonstandard
dialect speakers. These observatiods have been reported at
national and local conferences on composition- amd language,
learning (at, for example, the CCCC.and NCTE national
conventions, at Rutgers University basic writing workshops, at
various college-sponsored conferences, .etc.). These
observations have also led to further research on and refinement
of our instructional approach, and .have led specifically to a
major research project on the effect of spoken language on
written language (sup..portei by the National Endowment for the
Humanities), an inve-stigli,n which was-conducte& by-ohe of the
project directors, Mary Epes,,principally at the Bronx.
Psychiatric Center's staff education program. and which included

some of the enrollees in the model of the COMP-LAB program
developed at.that site.


